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PRODUCT WARRANTY 
• Easy Flow Alleys - 3 YEARS  

Products must be registered to claim warranty. Contact your Authorized Arrowquip Dealer 
for more information. 

EASY FLOW® 
CATTLE 
ALLEYArrowquip’s improved Adjustable Easy Flow® Alleys are designed to be 

safer, quieter, and more efficient. Cradle-shaped and fully adjustable, 
the Easy Flow Alleys can accommodate cattle of any size with easy 
adjustments. Featuring spring-loaded locking systems and safety latches, 
adjustments to both sides of the alley can now be done at the same time. 
To eliminate foot traps, the Easy Flow Alleys can bolt firmly together and 
have side panels that are sheeted to the ground, ensuring cattle safety as 
they move through the alley system. Additionally, both sides of the alley 
drop down fully in case of emergency. 

With 3E™: Easy Entry and Exit in mind, the Adjustable Easy Flow Alleys 
feature removable panels that allow the rancher to customize what 
cattle can see in the system. By modifying the panel sides and applying 
pressure zone handling techniques, cattle flow can be regulated with 
ease. For further customization and control, rolling alley gates and kicker 
panels can also be added to create the alley system of your dreams.  

The Adjustable Easy Flow Alleys bolt together for quiet and seamless 
connections, while the heavy-duty panel clips allow you to attach the 
alleys to the rest of your cattle handling system. With easy adjustments, 
excellent animal control, and the utmost in animal safety, the Adjustable 
Easy Flow Alleys are designed to provide increased efficiency in your 
complete cattle handling system. 

MODEL: 8´ Alley [EF-08]
WEIGHT: 616 Ibs.
DIMENSIONS: 34" w x 80" h x 93" l

MODEL: 10´ Alley [EF-10]
WEIGHT: 723 Ibs.
DIMENSIONS: 34" w x 80" h x 116" l

PATENT-PENDING



3E™: EASY ENTRY AND EXIT   
• Control what cattle see by adjusting the NEW removable panels to 

utilize light and point of balance handling techniques 

• Lower bottom bar on the bows reduces foot traps upon entry and 
exit 

• Lower sheeting simplifies handling when working with calves 

• When combined with 3E BudFlow® Tub, the lower sheeted panels 
improve flow because cattle can see others ahead of them in the 
alley 

BETTER CATTLE FLOW WITH S-FLOW
• An S-Flow System generates constant flow of cattle by incorporating arcs 

into cattle handling systems. 

• Based on cattle’s instinct to follow curves, they are repeatedly convinced 
that they are escaping which prevents stalls in the flow of cattle. 

• Unlike the start-stop method recommended for chute-ended systems, 
S-Flow is ideal when handling large groups of cattle for drafting or 
loading into a truck.  

• You can create a curved system with the NEW Easy Flow Cattle Alleys 
by adding kicker panels, and connecting a 3E BudFlow Tub to create the 
draw required for crowd movement. 

ENHANCED SAFETY 
• Sides are sheeted to the ground to  

eliminate foot traps 

• Lowered bottom bar allows for safe entry and exit 

• Safety latches on the side panels add security and control when 
adjusting, and ensure the sides will not drop accidentally

CAULKING ELIMINATES SHEET 
METAL RATTLING

NYLON BUSHINGS REDUCE 
NOISE

ELIMINATE PIN RATTLING BY 
BOLTING ALLEYS TOGETHER



CUSTOMIZABLE 
• Two removable panels allow the operator to control what cattle can see, 

and can be bolted on the side panels when not in use 

• 30° Kicker Panels create curved alley systems to maximize space and 
enhance flow 

• Rolling Alley Gate can be added in between alleys to regulate flow  

• Optional anti-backing system keeps cattle from moving backwards  

ADJUSTABLE 
• Cradle-shaped alley accommodates animals of any size 

• Both sides of the Adjustable Easy Flow Alley can be adjusted from 
one side  

• Spring-loaded locking system allows for easy adjustments

ADAPTABLE  
• Durable panel clips seamlessly attach the Adjustable Easy Flow Alley to 

the rest of the cattle handling system 

• Bows in between alleys allow the system to be laid on uneven ground



ADD-ONS

The new Scale Platform model is designed for the alley segments in the new portable handling systems only, and cannot be used in the 8´ or 10´ Easy Flow Alleys.

DOUBLE ALLEY MERGE SECTION
The Merge Section is a cradle-style merge section that pairs with Easy 
Flow Alleys to create a seamless transition for cattle from a double to 
single alleyway. The spring-loaded swing gate enables cattle to merge 
into a single line without handler involvement, and the panels are sheeted 
to the ground to eliminate hoof hazards.

ROLLING ALLEY GATE
Arrowquip’s renowned Rolling Door allows you to control cattle movement 
through your system by placing alley gates in strategic positions. The 
offside operation handle comes standard, and each Rolling Door features 
a safety latch to lock the door closed when necessary.

30° KICKER PANEL 
Our 30° Kicker Panels provide the ability to create a variety of curved 
alleyway designs, giving you the freedom to customize your alley to be 
just what you need.

NEW ADDITIONAL REMOVABLE SIDE PANELS
Each Easy Flow Cattle Alley comes with two removable panels that can 
be used in a variety of configurations to control what cattle see when 
moving through the alley and eliminate distractions. If you would like to 
block more from their view, you can add additional panels to raise the 
sheet height of the alley.

ANTI-BACKING BAR
The Anti-Backing Bar can be installed into an alley section to prevent 
cattle from backing up and disrupting flow. The bars are adjustable to 
work with different heights of cattle, and can be moved through the alley 
section easily.



1-866-383-7827 | sales@arrowquip.com | arrowquip.com

Arrowquip was founded in 1988 by the Firth family in Australia with the 
mission “To influence the livestock handling industry globally through 
the practical application of animal science and welfare standards, and 
increase producer safety and profitability with innovative equipment”. This 
inspiration came while working cattle on their family ranch in Australia, 
due to the challenges they encountered with the lack of quality livestock 
handling solutions available to ranchers. As a forward-thinking family, 
they began to develop solutions to fill this gap in the market, and have 
been providing the high-quality livestock handling equipment producers 
are seeking ever since. 

Arrowquip is the only manufacturer to employ a full-time team of 
engineers dedicated specifically to cattle handling in our industry. Every 

piece of equipment we develop undergoes an extensive development 
period in which our R&D Team exhausts every possible avenue to make 
our equipment the best it can be for the handler to work their livestock. As 
a result, our equipment is recognized worldwide as the most innovative 
and thoughtfully designed livestock equipment in the market today.  

In the last 30 years, Arrowquip has become a world-renowned 
manufacturer of cattle handling solutions known for their innovative 
designs, technological advancements, investment in animal science, 
and forward-thinking equipment. Our years of research, equipment 
development process, extensive testing periods, and the refusal to settle 
for “good enough” have set a new precedent within the livestock handling 
industry.


